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Explosion of unknown origin at Istanbul metro, casualties: Reports
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Don’t learn wrong lessons from Pak: Rahul to govt

Posted at: Sep 8 2015 1:37AM

Anyone disturbing harmony will not be spared:
Rajnath

BRIEFLY

5 Indo-Canadian students awarded scholarships

Toronto: Five Indo-Canadians high school graduates are among 50 "outstanding students"
to have received this year's Schulich Leader Scholarships awarded annually to encourage
global scientific research and innovation. Nimra Dar, Manpreet Deol, Aditya Mohan,
Aishwarya Roshan and Simranjeet Singh are awarded the scholarships which are entrance
awards for high school graduates enrolling in science, technology, engineering or
mathematics (STEM) undergraduate programmes. PTI
16 soldiers killed in Kurdish rebel attack
Ankara: Turkey's military says 16 soldiers were killed in a Kurdish rebel attack against
troops in southeast Turkey. A military statement said six other soldiers were wounded in the
attack in the mainly Kurdish Hakkari province, which border Iraq and Iran. The attack
prompted the military to launch air operations against dozens of PKK targets. Earlier, Firat
News, a website close to the rebels, claimed that 32 soldiers were killed in the ambush. AP
Dozens of school girls poisoned in Afghanistan

Any incident of atrocity is a blot on society: PM
Modi in RS

Also in this section
Negotiators kick-start
marathon talks for climate
deal
Evacuations in London
over two suspect packages
Five injured in bomb blast
near Istanbul metro
Moscow to stop imports of
some Turkish foods from
next year
UN chief welcomes ModiSharif meeting in Paris

Kabul: Around three dozen school girls were poisoned in Afghanistan's Herat province on Monday, an official said. "At least 35
girls were poisoned during the school hours on Monday. All the girls have been taken to hospitals for medical treatment,"

Punjab Cong, SAD-BJP to hold parallel rallies on
Dec 13
Minister-SP spat, paddy rock Haryana Assembly
for second day

CITY FOCUS

Chandigarh

MC wants ‘barter deal’ with
Admn
01 Dec 2015 | 2:30 AM

CHANDIGARH:While the UT Administration
and the Municipal Corporation have been
proposing a number of initiatives to increase
revenue generation, at a meeting of the MC General
House today, the MC okayed a “barter deal” of free
parking passes.
In rare surgery, PGI docs separate conjoined twins
City’s Airport light point turns killer stretch
DAV College student fires into the air, held

Xinhua quoted provincial police chief as saying. This is the sixth time in a week that school girls have been poisoned by spraying

CBI arrests two enforcement officers while taking
Rs2 lakh bribe

unidentified gas which makes the students feel dizzy. IANS

HSRPs for ‘CH 03 V’, ‘CH 03 W’ series
MC House hits a new low

Indian-origin man gets 17 years in jail for rape

more Chandigarh...

London: An Indian-origin British man was sentenced to over 17 years in jail by a court here today after being found guilty, along
with five others, for repeatedly raping two schoolgirls over a period of six years. Vikram Singh, 46, is among six men involved in
a child sex ring in Buckhinghamshire, southeast England, who were sentenced for sexually abusing the two girls. PTI
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All readers are invited to post comments -- responsibly. Any messages with foul language or inciting hatred will be
deleted.
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High Court chides Punjab for ignoring
road safety

Police to buy modern security
equipment

1 comment • a day ago

4 comments • a day ago

Kam Bhathal — Badal govt has no interest

in road safety. Their interest lies in
promoting the revenue of alcohol mafia
which fills their personal coffers. Kudos to
Vij-SP
spat
rocks
Haryana
HC
Judge
for taking
up theAssembly
issue head on!
14 comments
• a day
We need
… ago
Paul — Vij should resign. After having
insulted a senior Police officer publicly, he
should not remain a Minister. If Khattar
does not act, he should know that he will
not come back as Chief Minister next
time. …
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STS Dhillon — Blame everything on

Sarbatt Khalsa. Crappy reporting.
more Health...

'Divided India', not 'developed India'
coming to fore, says Oppn
4 comments • 8 hours ago

Guri Dhanesar — It's india or Bharat .

Hindustan is an informal name and given
to us by Mughals and middle easterners.
Also, it's not a failed state nor does it has
the most radical people. If you already left
� Privacythis …
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69 FIRs but no arrest in
Punjab fraud case

Vij-SP spat rocks Haryana Assembly
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With 45 fatalities in 15
years, 2 Punjab villages
dying of AIDS

Don't refrigerate tomatoes for better aroma

HC notice to Badal on petition
seeking Tota Singh’s removal
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Spy racket busted; BSF man,
ISI agent held

Rs 22.96 cr ‘hawala’ dealings unearthed in
ED probe
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Akal Takht jathedar warns
against idols of Sikh Gurus

Thousands pay tribute to
Indo-Canadian MLA
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Police crack NRI murder case, 2 held

Modi, Sharif in ‘brief casual
chat’
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